
    
 
 

AIRCAP®  BARRIER-SEALED BUBBLE TECHNICAL DATA 
 
 
COMPOSITION 
 
Co extruded plastic bubble film made from low density polyethylene and nylon (polyamide). 
CFC’s are not used during manufacture. BPA (Bisphenol A) is not used in our resin or production process. 
 
 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
 
Colourless closed cell bubble film available in a range of sizes. 
 
 
POTENTIAL HAZARDS 
 
The outer layers of AirCap® barrier-sealed bubble is low density polyethylene (LDPE) which is chemically 
unreactive and is generally regarded as being biologically inert.  LDPE materials are not considered to be a skin 
irritant.  The inner layer (barrier) of AirCap® barrier-sealed bubble is nylon (polyamide) which is classed as a non-
toxic and not a skin irritant. 
 
 
FLAMMABILITY 
 
1. Ignition and burning characteristics 

As the main component of AirCap® barrier-sealed bubble is polyethylene it may display similar properties 
except the burning rate will be higher due to the pockets of air in the bubbles. 

 
When AirCap® barrier-sealed bubble is heated in air the outer layers of polyethylene will start to melt at 
around 105 degrees centigrade and decomposition will commence at about 300 degrees centigrade.  
Above this temperature AirCap® barrier-sealed bubble will pyrolyse oxidately to produce carbon monoxide 
and water, plus small amounts of various hydrocarbons, nitrogenous compounds and aldehydes. 

         
The evolved gases may ignite and if they do they will provide heat of combustion, thus accelerating the 
pyrolysis of more AirCap® barrier-sealed bubble or any combustible material in the vicinity.   
Carbonisation may also occur and some of the carbon is released as soot.  These comments can only be 
of a general nature since the conditions in a real fire situation can never be fully predicted.   
They will depend on many factors such as location, the oxygen availability and the presence of other 
flammable materials. 

 
2. Products of Combustion 

The pyrolysis/combustion behaviour is very similar to that of wood and other cellulosic materials though 
there are differences in detail.  The main combustion product is flaming conditions is  
generally carbon dioxide, though lack of oxygen or rapid  extinguishing of the fire often leads to the smoke 
still containing appreciable quantities of carbon monoxide, acroleins and V aldehydes. 
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Aircap® Barrier sealed bubble cushion meets the criteria according Commission 
Directive 94/62/EC and the Essential Packaging requirements 
 
 
SOURCE REDUCTION 
 
The strength provided by the air retention barrier enables AirCap® to be made with a minimum of raw materials. 
Typically, barrier-sealed AirCap® is manufactured using 30% less raw materials when compared with non-barrier 
bubbles. AirCap® is very effective in its ability to provide superb cushioning protection. Only a small quantity of 
lightweight AirCap® is needed to package and protect a product compared with other plastic or paper based 
products.  
 
 
REUSE    
 
The barrier-seal of AirCap® minimises air loss ensuring long-term cushioning performance and reusability.  
 
 
RECYCLE    
 
AirCap® is manufactured with a reprocessed polyethylene content and can be easily recycled with other low 
density polyethylene (LDPE) materials. Independent tests have been carried out for the Packaging Industries 
Research Association (PIRA), confirming the ease with which AirCap® can be recycled into other LDPE products.  
 
 
RECOVERY BY WASTE-TO-ENERGY 
 
The European Union Packaging Directive confirms that recovery by means of waste-to-energy is a sensible waste 
management alternative. As an energy source, AirCap® burns cleanly and contributes a high calorific value.  
 
 
LANDFILL COMPATIBILITY 
 
AirCap® is highly compressible and so occupies only a fraction of its original volume in a landfill. AirCap® is 
biostable and will not degrade to pollute the air or water table.  
 
 
CFC AND HCFC FREE 
 
AirCap® is manufactured by a totally CFC and HCFC free process.  
 
 
HEAVY METALS 
 
AirCap® contains less than 100ppm of heavy metal concentration (defined as Cadmium, Mercury, Lead, 
Hexavalent Chromium). AirCap® therefore conforms to the most stringent requirements of the Packaging 
(Essential Requirements) Regulations 1998, which applied from 30 th June 2001. 
 
 
A COMMITMENT TO ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY 
 
As an industry leader, Sealed Air is committed to pursuing the most environmentally sound practices in its product 
range and manufacturing processes. Sealed Air in the UK is a member of Valpak, a Government accredited 
agency who enable us to achieve compliance with the Producer Responsibility Obligations (packaging Waste) 
Regulations 1997.  
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